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j ' ( M y telegram No. 1758. Anglo-Egyptian Negotiations,

I f I think it probable that the following factors may be
influencing Egyptians in their present obstinacy about availability
and military status of the technicians:

(a) According to secret sources, the regime have recently discovered
a plot to overthrow them by assassination and coup d'etat led by a
terrorist group of the Moslem Brotherhood. They are probably
anxious to clenr this matter up definitely and complete action
against the Yfufd before they can feel strong enough to expose
themselves to further opposition in the country. This does not
n-.cessarily mean that even when they have solved their immediate
internal problems, they vill h;ve the courage to go far against
criticism and the "neutralist" trend of opinion,

(b) Egyptian Ambassador in London, Mr, SrossmaS and Mr, Bevan bare
probably been exaggerating the amount of public support in Great
Britain for an agreement with Egypt. Mr. Bevan has, in particular,
gone on record as saying that if we cannot r>ach an agreement now,
vre will be forced to withdraw our troops any way before long and thii
is a thesis which is bound to make the Egyptians most reluctant to
purchase an agreement with us at a price which they consider involves
internal difficulties and dangers for themselves. T^ HC|J \jf\t

ff »

(c) Egyptians probably continue to have information about the
wavering attitude of the United States Embassy here. In spite of
representations reported in my telegram 1742» Caff cry has probably
created the impression that he has sympathy with the Egyptians and
that he \rould like further pressure brought to bear on Her Majesty's
Government. (V/e have confirmation of this from secret sources,) *

/ T h e Egyptians •«,,,*«
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Thr Egyptians may also think that since the United States
Government have now openly asked for a satisfactory availability
clause, they might "be able to obtain immediate economic and
military assistance as a quid pro quo and should therefore
hold up on this point for the present.

2. I cannot be hopeful for the future, but it seems to me
likely that the Egyptians may prove a little more sensible
later on over availability. I doubt whether we can expect
much progress on the other question.

Foreign Office pass Washington, UKDEL. New York, Ankara,
Paris and UKDTJL. Paris as my telegrams Nos. 397, 28, 117 and
Saving 538 and 13 respectively.

[Repeated to Washington, UOEL. New York, Ankara and '.
Saving to Paris and UKDEL. Paris],

ADVANCE COPIES TO;

Private Secretary
Sir I. Kirkpatrick
llr. R. Allen
Head of African Department

J,V,V,
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IMMEDIATE
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1751 of
Decenber 2?
Repeated for information to : Washington New York (tl.K.DEL.) , ,

B.M.E.O. Ankara

and saving to : Paris Paris (U.K.DEL.)

Fy immediately preceding telegram.

Following from Delegation.

We opened the discussion by telling the Egyptians about the
need for ratification of an agreement : we explained that the
agreement would only come into force on exchange of instruments
of ratification which might be up to four weeks after signature.
(Your telegraia No. VI2 saving). The Egyptians made no comment
on this, and made no further attempt to argue that the agreement
should come into force earlier or that time-table for withdrawal
etc,, should be IB any way modified.

2. We then dealt: with uniform. Tfe went over the same ground
as that covered in meeting of Octdfrer 21. The Egyptians repeated
that the presence of British personnel in uniform would be regarded
by public opinion here as a continuance of occupation ; we pointed
out that no arrangements would be acceptable to us unless the
British service personnel in question had the right i» wear
uniform on appropriate occasion* The Egyptians maintained that,
while they accepted fact that technicians would bo soldiers and
airmen, the only hope of making the base acceptable to people of
Egypt and thus ensuring its usefulness was to emphasize civlliai
character of British personnel. Unless this were done Successfully
popular feeling would prevent the base from functioning. This
clearly involves a great danger of misunderstanding and divergent
interpretationsof an agreement.

3. We then dealt with the consultation clause and the termination
/of
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of the agreement after seven years. TTe pointed out that the base
must be effective for the whole period of seven years and that we
could not agree to any consultation clause which would have the
effect of shortening that period. We told the Egyptians that we had
no intention of seeking an open-ended agreement and that on the
expiry of the seventh year British technicians would be withdraw!
and the effective working base would cease to exist unless both
Egypt, and United Kingdom wished arrangements made for its
continuance. Otherwise the only remaining problem would be the
disposal thereafter of the remaining British property and this
could probably be done by civilian contract. These arrangements
should however be discussed in the last year of the validity"of
the agreeuent and all we Intended was a clause saying this.
The Egyptians agreed with this though they pressed hard for an
estimate of the time necessary after the seventh year for the
disposal of remaining equipment, fie were unable to give them
any such estimate,

4. Ti'e then dealt with the numbers ef technicians after the
first four and a half years of the a greement. TTe told the
Egyptians th».t our figures were 3»OCO for the next 18 months
and 1,5CO for the last year. Tfe explained also that there would
have to be a certain amount of tapering off towards the end of
each of these periods. Although the Egyptians maintained that all
the figures we had n&ned were in their view excessive, they
did not reject this latest proposal.

5. As regards air facilities, we pressed the Egyptians to agree
to the text agreed by the Working Party in October (Cairo telegram
U27). They said they were unwilling to include, In an
agreement of principles, any text which might suggest we were
keeping a British air base in Egypt. But they said that they
would be ready to give transit and servicing facilities to
British aircraft at Abu Sueir, that these would include the
aircraft required for the maintenance of the technicians in the
Canal Zone, and that an appropriate number of British technicians
should be installed there to do the servicing. Flight clearances
should be on the same basis as for'other service aircraft
landing in foreign territory and they would give us most
favoured nation treatment in this respect both for schedule*
and occasional flights.

6. The Egyptians said that they were ready to discuss further
points of difference in the draft paper on the powers of the

/base
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hase connander and the organisation of the base. They expressed
unwillingness to accept either "Assistant Base Commander" or
"Sanior British Officer" as the title for the officer in
ocooaad of the British technicians, to will discuss this point
with them further on Tuesday.

7. As regards availability, the Egyptian attitude was that
any undertaking amounting to an alliance or involving an
obligation to enter & war (except when an attack had taken
Place upon a member of the AraTs Mutual Security Pact) must wait
until after the withdrawal of British troops. It would then Be
possible to make detailed arrangements for defence cooperation
between the Western Powers and those of the Kiddle East on
the Analogy of H.A.T.O.; but this could not Tee done now as
Egyptian public opinion was strongly opposed to anything whica
night involve the country automatically in such a war* This
feeling was so strong at this moment that no regime oonlt
overcome it. They themselves, as soldiers,- knew this was
nonsense and that Egypt irmld be bound to be involved but they
maintained that they could not put'aeries,Egyptian opinion
an agreement which would provide both for the continuance of a
British hase in Egypt and for an under-taking for automatic
involvement in a futuro war.

8. tfo made it clear that, on tho side cf British public opinion,
no agreement had any value which did not provide for tho
availability of the tase in tho circumstances described, otherwise
the base would DO qnlte valueless. The Egyptians refused to
move at all on this point and kept repeating that the advico
they had had from Egyptian politicians was against accepting
any undertaking which went beyond the Aral) Mutual Security Pact.
The tfafd had not "been aole to accept anything further nor oenlf
they. On this point therefore their attitude seems to have
hardened in the last few weeks, and they made ne reference to
Fawzl's initiative reported in Cairo telegrams 1668 an4 1672.

Foreign Office t*ss Washington, New York (U.K.BSL.) at*
Ankara as my telefilms 393, 26 and 115 and Tarls and Paris
(U.K.DEL.) as my saving telegrams 53V and 9 respectively.

ARepeated
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Secretary of State instructe

submit a draft telegram to Cairo warning H.H. Ambassador that we

should not be able to accept anything less than the proposals

which we have already put forward.

2. Meanwhile Brigadier Dove%, who has just flown in overnight

from Cairo, brought a message from Sir R. Stevenson to the effect

that the Egyptians have asked for a meeting next Saturday, despite

Flag B paragraph 3 of Cairo telegram No. 17U2. Oamal Nasr, Hakim Amer

and Sal ah Salem will be present at this meeting, which is to be i
I

"without any papers on either side". The fact that this request '•

for a meeting has been put forward by the Egyptians, together with '

the information in OPS telegram No. 177U that they have Issued * !

directive to Governors in the Canal Zone that more effective steps

must be taken to improve law and order there, seems to show that '•

the Egyptians are really anxious to get things moving again.

3. I understand from Brigadier Dove that Sir S. Stevenson

proposes to try and clear up a few doubtful points at this meeting

(the Egyptians are for instance worried about the procedure for

ratification of any agreement at this end and wonder how much

delay there will be if the operative date of any agreement is the

ratification rather than the signature: the Ambassador is briefed

on this point), and will listen to anything the Egyptians may have

to say. I think that in the circumstances It is a good thing >

that this meeting should take place, and the fact that it is doing

so fits in well with the Secretary of State1s wish that some

general guidance should be given to Sir R. Stevenson. I submit a

draft telegram which could go down to the Secretary of State in his

box at 2 p.m. today and he would telephone approval of'the draft

or changes to the Resident Clerk so that it could be despatched

tonight.

,1
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Minutts.

The Secretory of State tfang up
yesterday afternoon. 113 h/d Just seen
V/i'.shirL'ton telegram l\o. 277Li, and was a
little disturbed about paragraph 3.
I jut him in touch with"Mr R. Allen and
luter, on I.lr Allen's instructions, I sent
cif Foreign Office telegram Mo. 2335 tp
Cairo. J

2. The Secretary of State woJidbe
;:r-vteful if, '..dtor the holiday, you could
do some research into the following
points : -

(a) l/htt exactly did the Secretary
of Gtate say in the House.of ,
Gonur.ons last week about the
withdrawal of troops ?

(b) Wh:.t exactly did General
Robertson say to the Egyptians,
and v/hy ?

to Private
Secret?, ry. )

(j.L.Bullard.)
December 25, 1953-
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Your telegram No. 2766 [of December 22],

Following personal for Ambassador from Secretary of State.

Please take an early opportunity of following up with
Mr. Dulles the Prime Minister's message to the President. You
should make it clear to Mr. Dulles that we are grateful for the
support which he gave us with the Egyptian Ambassador in Washington
and for the consideration which he is giving now to our views.
The two points on availability and uniforms are the two main out-
standing points between us and Egypt. There are a number of other
points which the Egyptians have not yet definitely accepted, but
we have made our position quite clear to them, and we shall not go
back on any offer which we have already made. I think that the
United States Government have been kept generally informed of the
position throughout the discussions, but I will let the United
States Embassy here have a note showing exactly how matters stand
between us and Egypt (copy to you by bag).

2. As regards the points referred to in your paragraph JV,
the withdrawal period of fifteen months must run from the date of
the signature of the final agreement, this is of course the pro-
cedure with any treaty.

3. As regards the Status of Forces Agreement, we expect that
this will have to be negotiated after the settlement of the heads
of agreement. The Americans will realise from their experience
of the Bonn Treaty negotiations that this is an important and
difficult technical problem. The Egyptians are aware that this
is an outstanding matter, though we have not debated it with them.

IH. If the Egyptians can be brought to accept our point of
view on availability and uniforms, then I think there is a good
chance of a settlement. We cannot of course guarantee that the
Egyptians will not raise further difficulties, but we for our
part shall stand by our offers. The trouble is. that the Egyptians
are not likely to accept our offers unless they feel that the
United States is standing with us, and an offer of economic aid
by the United States at this moment would certainly give them
the opposite impression.

/5. As
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5. As regards economic aid to other Arab countries, I
see no reason why the United States should not fulfil any
obligations she may have.in the light of the circumstances
prevailing in each country. Persia is also a deserving case.
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R, 2,00a.m. December 24, 1953.

IMMEDIATE

Your telegram No. 5373. Egypt. \

Personal for Secretary of State from the A mbassador.
I saw Mr. Dulles early this afternoon and spoke as Instructed,

2. When I came to the end of your paragraph 1, Dulles asked
whether the note v/ould be drafted in such a way that it could be
initialled as it stood. I replied that I had not understood him last
night to have requested so precise a formulation. He said that if
there was to be joint action there should be a joint paper on which we
could both go to the Egyptians and say "this is it". However,
perhaps what you had in mind would corne to the same thing as draft
heads of agreement.

3. In giving him the reply on withdrawal in your paragraph 2,
I added that the Egyptians had been told earlier on by General
Robertson, without commitment, that we should begin a substantial
withdrawal of troops after agreement on principles had been reached
(Cairo telegram No. 1490).

4. As regards your paragraph 5, Mr. DuEes said that the
A mericans did not want just to throw money around in the Middle East.
Water schemes in the Levant States were so controversial that it was
hard to make progress and the most desirable project seemed to be
the dam on the Upper Nile. I observed that there was a great deal
of survey work to be done before this project could be appraised.

5. I then gave Mr. Dulles an outline of the talk between
Nasser and Her Majesty's Ambassador to Cairo recorded in
Cairo telegram No. 1738. I read out the last two sentences textualjy.
Dulles seemed favourably impressed.

6. I think Dulles intends to be as helpful as he can. I hope it
may be possible to draft the Note for the Americans on the position in
the negotiations as precisely as possible. I, personally, do not
perceive objection to setting out the heads of an agreement In the form In
which we would like to see them initialled.

7. While I was seeing Dulles the Counsellor was lunching with
Byroade who confirmed that the State Department wished to be helpful.

/He said
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He said that if we were convinced of the harmful effects on the
negotiations of economic aid they would,certainty withhold
it for a reasonable time. Byroade said that they were ready
to help us push for an agreement now but what they needed was
ammunition to rebut Egyptian suggestion that Her Majesty's
Government did not really want an agreement. Consequently
he too pressed for a statement in writing of the heads of agreement
which would be acceptable to us.

EEE
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Your telegram No. 5373. Egypt^" SFE S E r r ? E T A R Y OF

Personal for Secretary of State from the Ambassador. . ~ »
I saw Mr. Dulles early this afternoon and spoke as instructed, v\ ll

2. When I came to the end of your paragraph 1, Dulles asked ^\l'
> whether the note would be drafted in such a way that it could be

initialled as it stood. I replied that I had not understood him last
night to have requested so precise a formulation. He said that if
there was to be joint action there should be a joint paper on which we
could both go to the Egyptians and say "this is it". However,
perhaps what you had it mind would come to the same thing as draft
heads of agreement. |

3. In giving him the reply on withdrawal in your paragraph 2,
i l l added that the Egyptie ns had been told earlier on by General
11 Robertson, without commitment, that we should begin a substantial
' withdrawal of troops af :er agreement on principles had been reached

K- (Cairo telflrn-am M^ 1 Aor>\
^ VJ. bJ.vwi« aiiLWi-

(Cairo telegram No. l490).v

As
'.J/99 <i

4. ^w j.eycw.-uB your paragraph 5, Mr. Dulles said that the
A mericans did not want just to throw money around in the Middle East*
Water schemes in the Levant States were so controversial that it was
hard to make progress and the most desirable project seemed to be
the dam on the Upper Nile. I observed that there was a great deal
of survey work to be done before this project could be appraised*

5. I then gave Mr. Dulles an outline of the talk between
-Nasser and Her Majesty's Ambassador to Cairo recorded in
Cairo telegram No, 1738. I read out the last two sentences textuaUy.
Dulles seemed favourably impressed.

J " ' • ' ' / ? ' • ' . , , - .
6. I think Dulles intends to be as helpful as he can* I hope it

may be possible to draft the Note for the Americans on the position in
the negotiations as precisely as possible. 1, personally, do not
perceive objection to setting out the heads of an agreement in the form In
which we would like to see them initialled.

7. While I was seeing Dulles the Counsellor was lunching with
Byroade who confirmed that the State Department wished to be helpful*

/He said ' K "...

_JL_.
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Washington telegram No, 2774 to Foreign Office

He said that if we were convinced of the harmful effects on the
negotiations of economic aid they would certainly withhold
it for a reasonable time. Byroade said that they were ready
to help us push for an agreement now but what they needed was
ammunition to rebut Egyptian suggestion that Her Majesty's
Government did not really want an agreement* Consequently
he too pressed for a statement in writing of the heads of agreement
which would be acceptable to us.

EEE
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Cairo
telegrc
No.
of
October 21
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Flag B

Flag C

•/o

EGYPT; WITHDRAV/AL OF TROOpS

\ /

With reference to paragraph 3 of Washington telegram 4^
\

number 277U of December 23 the Secretary of State asked: -

(a) What he said in the House of Commons on December 17

about the withdrawal of troops; and

(b) what exactly General Robertson said to the Egyptians

and why.

2. Taking the second question first, General Robertson

said to the Egyptians on October 21 that ?̂ e should begin a

substantial withdrawal of troops after agreement on principles

had been reached. He went on to say that this was not a

commitment on our part, but something which we were telling them

for their information. The extent of this immediate

withdrawal would depend upon the state of affairs in the Canal

Zone. We should expect complete reduction in tension,

cessation of commando training, prevention of carriage of arms

by unauthorised persons and complete co-operation from the

Egyptian authorities. •

3. He was not instructed to do this in our telegram

lumber ^75k of October 16, which informed him of Ministers

wishes regarding the offer to be made to the Egyptians. The

Department has searched in vain for reasons which would
ÎM̂ WJT

explain why Sir Brian Robertson acted/without specific

instructions to do so. None the leas, as the Minister of

Defence explained in Cabinet, the need to begin so much of a

movement as could be reversed if necessary is consequential

upon the offer to withdraw in; 15 months, and this offer

General Robertson was instructed to make. The rest would

have had to be said to the Egyptians at some time or other,

(otherwise the warning about good behaviour would lose its

point) unless they were merely left to observe from troop

movements beginning on the conclusion of Agreement on

/Principles

I
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Principles that they had got their way, or from the failure to ,

evacuate in 15 months that we were displeased with them,

it. In the Foreign Affairs Debate on December 17, the Secretary Flag D "
• i

of State said in reply to Mr. Enoch Powell that he was "pretty ;

certain that no action of any significance would occur until the !

Treaty had been signed". Mr. Powell was concerned that the |

evacxiation of troops should not begin xintil the Treaty had ̂ een

ratified. The Minister of Defence Informed Ministers that a
A ^

15 month withdrawal would be practical if some movement bsgan on

completion of Agreement on Principles^ -&at added that withdrawal

would be so planned that we should retain in Egypt until the final

agreement was reached enough troops to enable us to hold our

position if negotiations broke down in details. It is really this

statement which justifies the Secretary of State in saying that no

action of any significance would occur until 'the Treaty had been

signed, and (since nothing irrevocable would have been done) his

| further assurance that an opportunity would be given to debate
i
the Heads of Agreement.



/

. i

1. I too , am not very happy about this, i.e. what <

we have said is to happen between P day (agreement in '.; j

principle) and S day (signature of new Treaty). . , •• -'H

2. I think that Robertson's statement to J&*. ; . ; j

Egyptians according to paragraph 3 of 1490 from Cftlto ^ j1 ' ' • ' > ,
is so conditional a,q to be all- ri^ht. If Robertson's " . ; <

conditions are fulfilled between P day and S day, \. , . ]

obviously \/e would withdraw some soldiers and airmen.\ .
\\ •

Z. On the other hand, it is not clear whether \

Dulles knows of the conditions attached by Robertson to

liip. statement 'Without commitment". Should that be

cleared up, to avoid U.S. suspicions on this matter later?^

4. I think G.H.Q., M.E.L.F. telegram 893/CCL of j

December 2i: is relevant. Apparently the Air Force would!
\ s I

have to begin to move on P day. ' J^/m U,ŝ c, •<-, *» * J V - !

5. V/itli regard to Powell's intervention in the

dwbate ^nd your answer, rational people \vould infer that

he and you. were talking about contractual obligations, i.a

were we binding ourselves to begin evacuation between P

dy and S day? You rightly said no to that. Unfortunate-

ly Powell is not a rational person. Ought it to be. .

cleared up with him, that you were only referring to

contractual obligations and not to what we might do to •

suit our own administrative and otner conveniences?

Would you like to discuss this?

'(Selwyn Lloyd)
January 7. 1955
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Mo. 1738 of
December 22
Repeated for information to : Y/ashington Ankara

B.M.E.O. New York (U.K.DEL.)

and saving to : Paris Paris (U.K.DEL.)

My telegram No. 1734- (Anglo-Egyptian Defence Negotiations). ,•

I met Gaiual Abdel Nasser and Salah Salem at a luncheon
arranged by Pakistani Charge d1 Affaires. No others were
present,

2. We had a useful talk in the course of which I referred
to the stated policy of both our governments to continue their
efforts to reach agreement and asked for their views on how this
could best be done. Abdel Nasser's reply was that thevprogress
made during the summer had been the result of personal meetings
and of discussion without commitment. In that way it was possible
to see the whole picture and clear up misunderstandings before
they became crystallised into rigid attitudes. Could we not
try the same method again ? I said that I was willing to do so ;

provided it was clearly understood that the attitude of Her
Majesty's Government remaJned that set forth on October 21. I
had no doubt that this was the position of the Egyptian
Government also. If it were passible in personal talks to
clear up misunderstandings and dissipate misapprehensions, I
thought that good might result. We agreed to meet again on
December 26 and the Egyptian Ministers guaranteed to keep any
mention of the meeting, and of other meetings we may have
subsequently, out of the local and foreign press.

3. Some general discussion on negotiations ensued. Egyptians
showed much anxiety about the possibility of further unexpected
points being raised by us. They explained this anxiety by
referring to the "consultation clause" which was put before them

/for
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Cairo telegram No. 1758 to Foreign Office

— 2. —

for the first time at the October meeting. On this question
it became quite clear that the Egyptian Government would in no
circumstances accept an "open ended" agreement. I pointed out
that at some moment it would be obviously neoassary to consult
about the future of the base. They agreed, but said this should
take place two years before the end of the agreement in order to
give time far the necessary arrangements to be made. There was
no discussion of either "availability" or the "uniform" points,
I said that I could arsure them that we would raise no points
which had not c.lready been mentioned either in the general
re arks made by General Robertson or myself, or which had not
arisen in the course of our previous disoussions. It seemed to
me that the most difficult of the outstanding points was that
of the jurisdictional status of the technical personnel

remaining in the base.
Foreign Office please pass to Washington, Ankara, New York

(U.K.DEL.) as my telegrams Nos. 390, 112 and 23 and saving to
Paris and Paris (U.K.DEL.) as ray telegrams Nos. 530 and *
6 respectively. . . • . ' .

[Repeated to Washington, Ankara and New York (U.K.DEL.)

and saving to Paris and Paris (U.K.DEL.).
ADVANCE COPIES TO:
Sir I. Kirfcpatrick
Private Secretary
Mr. R.:Allen

«" Head of African Department

4



'.. • CONFIDENTIAL . . • •

FROM C;JRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE ' ;
i

Cypher/OTP |
FOREIGN OFFICE AND I
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION . >, (

Sir R. Stevenson ' ' . -
No. 1712 D.4.55 p.m. December 23, 1953. ' '
December 23, 1953. R.6. 6 p.m. December 23, 1953.

PRIORITY '
CONFIDENTIAL . ' : . - ,

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1742 of December 23
Repeated for information to:- . i
Washington U.K. Del. New York B.M.E.O.
Ankara ' .. |
And Saving to Paris U.K. Del. Paris , ;

4 ;

My telegram No.1734: Anglo-Egyptian negotiations. ' :
r

My United States colleague called on me this morning and : i
showed me a telegram which he had sent to the State Department af'te:
ci talk v;hich he had had with the Egyptian Foreign Minister ;
yesterday. In the course of this talk he had pressed the
Foreign Minister very hard on the question of availability of •
the base which he .had made clear was a major interest of the
United States. He had made it equally clear that Egyptian '
efforts to restrict automatic reactivation to a case of an

w

attack on a member of the Arab Mutual Collective Security :
Pact was not (repeat not) good enough. He had also impressed
on the Foreign Minister the difficulties of the Parliamentary
situation in Britain and emphasised the conviction of the United .
States Government that these difficulties were very real.

2. Minister for Foreign Affairs had drawn attention to
recent efforts of Egyptian leaders to maintain restraint in their
public utterances, a matter on which the United States Embassy
had been very insistent of late.

3. Minister for Foreign Affairs said he expected a celm
period to supervene and promised my United States colleague
who is leaving today on a short Christmas vacation that nothing - ;
would happen for a week or ten days. He added that he hoped that
informal conversations with us would start in the first week of
next month.

/Foreign Office pas.s
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SECRET

FROM FORKIQH OFFIGTC TO CAIRO

Cypher/OTP and FOREIGN OFFICE
bag WHITEHALL DISTKtBUTIOK

. 1953.
IMMEDIATE
SECKRT

Addressed to Cairo tele gram No. 2353 of December 2A,
Repeated for information to:- Washington B.M.E.O.

Ankara U. IU Del. Jltw York
and Saying to:- Pails Ho. 3309

v • *

Your telegrams Nos. 1738 and 1712 [of December 22 and 23:
Anglo-Egyptian negotiations ]. \

I understand fron Dove that the Egyptians have asked for an
informal meeting on Saturday evening. There is no objection to
your attending such a meeting and you could try to dear up any
Misunderstandings union nay exist about the points eovered bfv:= 4r
General Robertson during his talks. But I know that you umder-
stand that there is no possibility of our being prepared to gift
way on any point. We cannot accept less than tht substance tf
what we have asked for. If the Egyptians suggest any alterna-
tive formula, for instance on availability, which is as good as
or better than what we have hitherto insisted on, I would to
prepared to consider it, but I rely on you to scrutinise closely
any offer which they make, bearing always in mind that we cannot
accept anything which would modify in any n*y to our disadvantagt
the position that we nust obtain by any agreement with Egypt.

*****
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SECRET
'« (

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO

Cypher/OTP and FOREIGN OFFICE AND
By Bag T/HITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

No, 2335
December 24, 1953 D: 8.4.6 p.a. December 21, 1955

SECRET

Addressed to Cairo telegram No. 2535 of December 21
i.epeated for information to: Washington [Immediate]

Ankara
New York (U.K.DEL.) B.M.E.O.

and saying t»: Paris No. 3310

My telegram No. 2333 [of December 24. ].

Please be careful in particular not t« eomnit
yourself to the possibility of any withdrawal
starting before the conclusion tf the formal
agreement. There can be no obligation on us in
regard to this.

22
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Secretary of State.

I have ascertained from Lord Alexander's

private secretary that the Prime Minister eventually

decided not to summon General Posting back until

"early in the new year". I have impressed upon

the Ministry of Defence your close interest in

this and they have undertaken to keep you informed.

1 have asked them to tell No.10 that a copy of

the Prime Minister's, minute to Lord Alexander has

been sent to you.

December 22. 1953.

Sir I. Kirkpatrick

Mr. R.

African Department.
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TOP SECRET
AND PERSONAL

10, Downing Street, S.W.I.

Prime Minister's Personal Minute
Serial No. M. 334/53.

MINISTER OF DEFENCE

I think you and I ought to have a talk with

General Resting next week. Can he be spared from

the Canal Zone in this critical period? I hope

so. He need only be here two or three days. We

really must go through the local situation on

both sides of the Suez Canal and discuss what

would happen if the Egyptians break off negotiations

and assail us. Could Resting, for instance, come

to London on December 27 or 28 and meet us both

with the C.I.O.S.? This is not a political but *"

a defence matter, and we must know pee cisely what

cards we hold in our hand and make up our minds* •
what would be the best way to play them.

WINSTON S. CHURCHIUj

December 20. 1955.
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Mr"

'^fg. rk

21st December, 1953

Dear Shuckburgh,
I am sending you a copy of a minute

which the Prime Minister sent to Lord Alexander
today as I think you ought to know what
is proposed as regards General Festing
coming home.

The C.l.o.S. is lunching with the Prime
Minister today and will probably take the
opportunity of discussing this proposal.
When he gets back I shall ask General
Brownjohn to initiate action to get
General Festing home. Prima facie, Lord
Alexander sees no objection to the proposal
but no doubt General Brownjohn will wish
to consult the Chiefs of staff.

Yours

&ff
' (Z.A.E. Shuckburgh, Esq., C.M.G.

I W1*' »..«.'.'•».•,* l\lr> I '
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.': DaMCE HiiUOTIATIONS

December 21, 1953.
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>

The attached letter from Mr. Hankey clears up the ,

confused position v.'hioh followed hio telegram number 1694.';

In the !,elc,_ra']i we were told that the Egyptians were

-.iioving in the direction of an availability formula that ; '

ui^ht *_-et uc bee It to gutooiatic reactivation in the event "j
i

o.f f,lob?.l >vap | vvhich i'o what v/e wanted. The Department . . ,'j
~~ - • '• *'-''

,V--;re o u o b t f u l about thi3 r?nd suspected that in any case the j

Kgypt ion^ \ould probably go ' on'hag'plin^ on other points \

in order to veakon our position on availability. Moreover,'

we hao been told by the Americana that the Egyptian • \

posit ion h:;:C hsr-dened. ! \\
• \

2. l,»r. HpnL.ey no v cunf i r rna that we shall have to .discuss ,|

all the othtir points a^ain before *ve can get down to " ]
, '; \

ty. It ie far froui certain that the Egyptians ' " i

vould occept the formula on the lines in telegram number
' I

even 'vith all t'he other pointu out of the way. It Tias . .]
' ' • ,, ; i

s imrl^ a nsvv &i;tc:"^ t to f ind common ground. , • •• ' \
1 4

'!

J). The Department think that, provided that there were to , !
''.': i >

be includecl in the A^usein^nt a definition of "global war" '
:. • '

acceptable both to the Egyptians and ouraelvea, there would j

be advantage in pursuing the suggestion further. We would • • • ' ' !

hope not to be tied irrevocably to the United Nations

to rmulo , if we can £,et something better along these lines.

There skeins, ho'vever, to be no point in putting the

su^nesti jn to Cabinet, no'.v, when the evidence that the ,

- -i^yptian<o «ui-lo really accept something on these lines la
«

still extremely tenuous. ''
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SECRET

BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

December 14, 1953.
• '1

•« r~ 1 • I

Thank you for your Secret letter JE 1192/641
of December 11 on which I have the following
comments.

(a) I agree that the Egyptians will probably try
to weaken our position on availability by
haggling on other points. All the
indications are that they mean to be tough.
In view of the overriding importance of
availability, it will probably be necessary
to discuss other points first; in
particular we shall probably do well not to
try to reach agreement with them on
availability first, since in that case we
would risk losing our requirements on the
others or alternatively reaching a brea
an unsuitable point.

(b) You are right in thinking that we rliave no
indication that the Egyptians wodld accept
an automatic availability clause. The
formula in Cairo telegram 1694 was designed s
to try and extend, in a direction acceptable,/
to Her Majesty's Government, the suggestion-'
made by Fawzi reported in telegram No. 1672.
He may or may not have consulted his colleagues
in the Council for the Revolutionary Command.

(c) We cannot yet assess the likelihood of getting
the Egyptians to shift their position to the
extent of accepting an automatic clause. We '
think it may be difficult to get them to
accept a publishable annex containing a definition
of global war. I suppose you are satisfied
that a global war formula on the lines of
telegram No. 1694 would not be enough for the
House of Commons, even if the definition were
kept secret. ' .... ;

2. In writing the above, we have necessarily had
to mention one or two questions of tactics. I must
however reserve the Ambassador's position over that.
He will clearly have all sorts of ideas of his own
on the subject, and has probably thought a lot about
it on the journey.

(R. M. A. HAN1CEY)'

E. B. Boothby, 3sq.,
African "Department,

Foreign Office.



s - SECRET

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND'
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

/ '

Mr. Cresffell
No. 1694 D. 6.37 p.m. December 8, 1953
December 8, 1953 R. 7.35 p.m. December 8, 1953

PRIORITY :

SECRET

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram' No. 1694 of December 8__
Repeated for information to B.M.E.O. Paris

Washington Ankara

Cairo telegrams Nos. 1668 and 1672.

"Following from Delegation.

The Egyptians have moved in the. direction of a formula involv-
ing the concept of a global war and should you consider this to be
a promising line of approach opportunities may arise for pushing
them further in this direction before any more informal meetings are
held. We have therefore been considering what formula on such lines
might satisfy our requirements. The following is a suggested text:

Begins

(1) In the event of (a) an attack by an outside Power on
Egypt or on any other country which is a party to the
Arab Mutual Security Pact; or (b) a global war; or (c)
an outbreak of hostilities which is considered by both
countries as the beginning of a global war; Egypt will
afford to the United Kingdom all such facilities as may
be necessary to place the base on a war footing and to
operate it efficiently. These facilities will include
the use within the limits strictly indispensable for the
above mentioned purposes of Egyptian ports by British
forces.

(2) In the event of a threat of Ceases (a), (b) or (c) above
arising there shall be immediate consultation between the
United Kingdom and Egypt.

Ends.

2. Omission of specific mention of Persia or Turkey in (2)
above has become important in view of internal political situation

/here,
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\

SECRET

Cairo telegram No. 169̂  to Foreign Office

- 2 -

here, and the present strained relations between Egypt and Turkey.
The case of Turkey is fully covered in the above formula but
omission of a specific reference is probably now necessary if we are
to get Egyptian agreement to the rest.

3. It would presumably be necessary to record in a secret or
confidential exchange of notes, or possibly in the minutes of a
formal meeting, the agreement of the two delegations to a definition
of global war. A possible definition is "a war involving any. three
Nations holding permanent seats on the Security Council of the
United Nations involving hostilities in two continents".

I. "ife would be glad to receive your instructions on the
above formula e.nd to know whether you would like us to discuss it
informally with Minister for Foreign Affairs in response to his
suggestion recorded in Cairo telegram No. 1672.. We cannot, of course
tell whether the Egyptians would accept it. . . .

Foreign Office pass Washington, Paris and Ankara' as ray
telegrams Nos. 38̂ ., 60 and 109 respectively.

[Repeated to Washington, Paris and Ankara}.

666666
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ANGIO/EGYPT7.AN NSGOTIATICKS

Stage reached after meeting
on October 21

The following is the understanding of Her
Govermient of ':he stage reached in the Anglo-Egyptian defe'.ce
negotiations following the meeting on October 21, vhen the
British delegation trie-f to secure agreement on principles on
nine point s:-

of the Aftr

The Egyptians have accepted the British compromise
proposal of a seven-year .agrterent on principles, but they
hc.ve qualified this by a provision that Her Majesty's
forces rnusu a.i.spose of'ti-o contents of the Base before the
end of th? s period unless agreement is reached, by the end
of the r.Ifbl' year, permitting us to retain the Base fcr a
longer period. This qualification is unacceptable to the
British si So e.s it stands, since it would have the effect
of curtailing the effective life cf the Agroement ; it
v/ou'Jd moan i.hc last p^rt of tho period of agreement v/ould
be ' spcrt in clearing stocks

P.̂ 6.yn3?.Qr. fcr .consultation at und of Agreement

The British proposal was as follov/s:-
i;The Parties v/ould consult together at the end .of the
period specified for the duration cf the Agreement to
dcciclu. what arrangements' v/ore necessary to provide for
tho continued maintenance of the base thereafter."

Tho Egypt ir.nj v/ould not accept this proposal, jinoe
it implied a commitment to continue the maintenance of
the Base ovon after the conclusion of tiie period of th3
duration of tho Agreement*

III Wlthdrmr^l jpf rtrp^op_s

Tho Egyptians have accepted a fifteen months' period
in nrincipDc but have qualified this by saying that it
must run from tho dato of signature of the Agreement
instead of from thu day on which' the Agreement enters
into force.

^ Numb or of technicians
•

Both siclos arc agrood -on UjOOO technicians for the
first four and a half years of the Agreement and a
gradual reduction to a minimum of 2,500 technicians during
tho period from four and a half years to t,ix years. The
Egyptians are st-ill not in agreement with us regarding the
numb or s proposed for tho final year. The British Delegation
consider those should number a minimum of 1,000 (excluding
tho small numbers required by the Royal Air Force in
connexion with their staging facilities at Abu Sueir) .

A



rJ3he British su^ested the following formula* -

In tlio event of -

an attack by an outsido power on Ij

(b) an fifC£'.ck by an outside pover on any country which
is a i.x.rty to the Arab Mutual Security Pact; or

(c) a recoivjiiendetion by the United Nations that the
Baso should be iiiado available in the event, of a
threat to the peace, a breach of the oeace, or
an aot of ar rresuion;

Egypt v;j.ll afford to ths United Kingdom all such facilities
as i;x:y be necessary to place the Base on a war footing and.
operated efficiently. These facilities will include the ,
us3 v/ithin "lie limits strictly -indispensable for above
iiientioned juriiose"? of Egyptian courts by British forces*

In the evert of a threat of an atteck on eny of tli-3
^ru or thi Arab llu'^ual Security Fac'I;, Iran or Turkey,

there bhall bo immediate ^onsultatio.-i between the United
Klii£jdoiii and

The 2£yj'Cians accepted1, .this foruiula with the
eivCeorioij. cf hrase (c) above concerning the
by the United Nations^ They would not accept, they sal?.,
anything \viiich v/ould n,nke che Base eutoir^i tic ally available
•jo tue Bi'l'tish except in tne case of an attack on one of
the Arab countries*

>

Vl<, Uniforms

The British su^Lcsted the following formula, in an
effort- to meet the Egyptians:-

"Within the Ucse installations and in transit between
•*hen: British e rsonnel v/ilo. be entitled to weer the
uniform of the- service to v^iiich tney 'oolong, and to carry
a v/eapon for their personal protection Outside the arna
of tne 3aso they will \vear plain clothes0"

The Ugyptians irodu^ed the following counter iorraula;*

"Outside the Base area and when off duty ir itp
British -erconnel will wear civilian clothes0 r/hen on
clv.ty v.'itliin the installations, and in transit between theni^.
they '.lill v/ear a unified civilian dress to be agreed uv-on»
They may carry a .istol for thoir personal protectlon"0

By "unifier1 civilian dress11 they suid they rr.s ant "cork
helmets, overalls or shorts and shifts (non~khak:J.)%

*
VIJ.c Air Mat tern

Verbs! acreemon-J was reached on an rnd erst and inf- of
the position end a tore was ^repared on the technical leva./.
by the British delegation and handed to the Egyptians,, who
neither accepted the draft nor put forward amendments to
it. The draft is as iollowsr-"

"Having regard tc the need for:-
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(a) facilities for handling Royal Air Force aircraft
connected with the movement of personnel and
equipment required in the maintenance of the Base;

(b) facilities for handling Royal Air Force aircraft in
transit through Egyptj

Provision will be mode for the use of a desirjnated Egyptian
air force airfield in the Canal Zone at which Royal Air
Force technicians will be employed for the handling and ;

servicing of British aircraft and for the movement and
control of personnel and freight. This includes provisions
for flying boats.

The airfield will be under the command of an Egyptian
air force officer and would not necessarily be used
exclusively by Royal Air Force aircraft. Egyptian airport
authorities for immigration, health and customs will be
provided in accordance with international customs. British
technicians would come under the command of the senior Royal
Air Force officer in accordance with the general principle
governing the commend anc1. djsciplinf of the British
technicians within the whole of the 3ase.

All EoyaD Air Force eircrai't movements will require
clearance in accoi'djroe with procedares which shall be
agreed from time to time.

Overflying rights will be pccorded to Royal Air Forne
aircraft subject to rotiiications in accordance with
procedures which shall be agreed from time \o time."

VIII Organisation of the Base ,

The British delegation have put forward a text on
t.ho lines of the first four parqgiaphs of tlio following; the full
text is .c. rvjvic^d draft which wo '.rhall shortly bo discussingwith tho =•—-•••« — -

"Duties cf the Base Ooramancler and Assistant Bare '•»
Commander

(•\) Upon the completion of the withdrawal of Her Majesty's
forces the Egyptian Government shall appoint a senior Egyptian
officer as Base Comuander. He 'vill administer the-Base and
ensure the efficiency and snooth running in accordance v/ith the
piovision of this Agreemont. To assist him the United Kingdom
Government shall appoint an Assistant Base Commander v/ith the
duties set out in paragraph A' below.

(2) The Bc.se Commander

(a) The Base Commander will be responsible on behalf of the
Egyptian Government for the discharge of its undertakings for;

* t

(I) Tha Security of the Base, of the installations and
of equipment contained therein, or in transit, end of
all the personnel needed to run it.

(II) The running of the public utilities and telecommuni-
cations required, for use within the Base in peace and
the upkeep of those and o.fv such roads, railways, bridges,
pipelines and wharves as may be required for the Base in
war including where necessary, any neff construction and
the observance of the conditions attached to the
installations listed in Appendix II.

(iii) The recruitment, administration and reliability of all
labour employed in the Base (other than the British
technicians and domestic labour hired under private

/arrangements).



arrangements). It will be the duty of the Ease Commander ,.»
with the assistance of the Egyptian administration generally
to ensure that the members. of the labour force are of the
necessary competence to the standard required by the
Assistant Base Commander.

(iv) The provision and efficient upkeep of motor transport
required in the Bace.

(v) The provision and allocation o±' rail and -.vater trans-
portation and port facilities where required.

(vi) The provision and .laintenanoe of buildiiig^ and vorlcs.

(vii) The hygiene of the Base.

(ID) ' In execution of his responsibilities the Sase Cummaader will give
full support to his Assistant Base Commander in ensuring that the
facilities: which the latter requires (as defined in paragraph k below)
are • [promptly furnirhod ana that ths tiuiiinistrative needs up to normal
British standard^ of Viis Assistant Base Commander and the personnel in
!\Ls charge ere net. ,

(c) AS part of the B>a»e Ileadquirtei s there will be a joint ' \
Base Communications Centra. Its organisation villl be governed by
the following considerations:.

(i/ There »vil] be a signal link operated by British and
Egyptian per-sonns! to the appropriate British radio communi-
cations network.

(ii) 1̂1 me s Gage's received by the signal link
ir. sub-paragraph 3(c)(i) above will be passed when decoded
to a joint message distribution centre, whj.ch will transmit
them promptly to the Assistant Base Commander with a copy to
the Base Commander. Out.vard messages will be simij.c,rj.y
handled. • ' - .

(3) The assistant Base Commander

(a) The Assistant Base Commander will:

(i) be responsible through the Baec Commander in each
caso for the control of th., installations et?.
listed in Appendix I, He will be in full and.
effective charge of all British-owned equipment
stored or used in these installations;

( i i) pass on all instructions received through the Base
Coiur.iunicationo Centre from British authorities and
initiate all other instructions necessary under
sub-paragraph U ( a ) ( i ) above;

(iii) apply to the Base Commander for transport, labour
and other facilities required fo r , the efficient
operation of these installations. K-5 will indicate
the standard of competence •'• required of such labour
;;nd v/ill arrange for its engagement and paynent.
He i'l'.'.y discharge any man for incompetence-
indiscipline or unreliability and may refuse to
re-employ him;

(iv) control and distribution of all personnel, both
technical and unskilled, employed in these .
installations.

/(b)
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(b) He will be the adviser to the Base Commander on oil '
technics! matters ond in this capacity will be responsible for ]
advising him on the efficiency and maintenance of installations :
end facilities other than tnose listed in Appendix I. For
this purpose he ond his staff will inspect such installations
as often r.s they may consider necessary »nd will render reports
to the Base Commander and to Her Majesty's Government.

(c) He will be in full military command of th.3 British ••>'
technicians in the Base. He will be responsible for their
personal administration, including their pay, discipline,
welfare, rationing, clothing, terms of service, medical
attention and <?11 similar matters affecting them as individuals.
He will Jipply to the Base Commander for, and will be entitled
to receive from him, whatever assistance may be needed foi1
their maintenance.

(d) He will be responsible for training Egyptian personnel
in technical functions in the Base,

(li) (a) The Bose Commander shall discuss any matters of
detail not covered by the provisions of para-
graphs 2 and 3 above with the Aasist&nt Base
Commander i** order to reach a satisfactory working
arrangement directed towards achieving the
efficient running of the Base.

(b) Should matters of any nature arise at eny time
on which, the Base Comander and the Assistant
Base Commander cannot oome to an understanding,
they will be free to refer thy issue to the
Egyptian Government and Her Majesty's Ambassador
respectively. To lessen the possibility of any >
misunderstanding such reference shall be in
the form of a joint memorandum setting out both
points of view." . . . . . .

(5) The United Kingdom Government will have the right:

(&) to hold wai- reserves of British equipment in
the Base and to use the installations listed
in Appendix I as e v/crking base for the supply,
maintenance, repair and modification of tne
anna end equipment of the Forces supported by
the Jnited Kingdom Gover.nraent in the Middle
East end lor the maintenance, repnir end
modification of the British equipment contained
in the Base;

(o) to move et ony time into end out of the Base
and the installations comprised therein and
between installations, any equipment which it
mry be necessary to move in order to fulfil .
the purposes for which the. Base is maintained.
The level of British equipment will not
however be appreciably increased without the
consent of the Egyptian Government;

(c) to move personnel into and out of the Base at
any time within the limit cf the agreed numbers.

(6) The United Kingdom Government shall have the right to
propose new constructions in the B^se ond the Egyptian Government
shall afford all the assistance necessary for their execution.



(7) Bach contracting party shall accord reciprocal over flying
rights to the service aircraft of the other. Abu Sueir Airfield
and the flying boat base at Panara may be used as staging posts
for British service aircraft and points of entry of British
personnel to the Base. The Egyptian Government retains the right
of immigration, quarantine and customs surveillance at those
installations subject to the provisions of paragraph ...
(customs privileges) of this, annex /or of the separate annex on
customs_/. '

(8) The United Kingdom Government may make direct arrangements
on a commercial basis with the Shell Oil Company of Egypt and the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company for the -maintenance, repair and operation
of the oil tankage und ancillaries including.pumps, loading and
unloading facilities and pipeDines, and the provision and turn
over of oil stocks, requirod in the Base in war. Such oil stocks
may be drawn upon at rll times for the maintenance of British
Forces outside Egypt. The Egyptian Government undertakes to pro-
tect these arrangements in any legislation that may in future
effect the above mentioned Companies during the currency of this
A^-raem ~nt. Insofar as the installations concerned lie within the
area for which he is responsible their security will be th«
responsibility of the Base Commander. Technical Liaison vith the
Shell Oil Company and tho Anglo-Iranian Oil Company will be ths
responsibility of the Assistant Base Commander ,/who will keep the
Base Commander informed̂ /'. " .

(9) The Egyptian Government undertake to facilitate, on the
recommendation of the Assistant Base Commander, temporary visits of
British service personnel and civilian experts for the purpose of
inspection in the Base.

(10) Should the Egyptian Armed Forces wish to make use of any of
the installations listed in Appendix I, ilie Base Commander and the
Assistant Base Commander will agree administrative arrangements
which are mutually satisfactory and the necessary financial
arrangements will be agreed between the controlling parties.

>

IX. Navigation of the Suez Canal .

Agreement was reached on the following formula on October 7
for inclusion in the preamble on a draft Agreement:-

"Recognising that the Suez Maritime Canal is an integral .
part of Egypt and a waterway economically, commercially
and strategically of international importance;- and being
determined to uphold the 1888 Convention guarant3eing
the freedom of navigation of the Canal". ,

Ihe British delegation would also wish to see a joint
statement of determination to uphold the 1888 Convention
in the main body of the text.

Footnote

The British understanding is that the Agreement on principles
would not be a negotiated text. It was in feet at the request of
the Egyptians that both sides adopted the method of trying to reacli
agreement in principle on the most knotty outstanding problems
instead of negotiating a text. Once the agreement'on principles w;v:
reached, there would, presumably be an announcement, briefly stating
what those principles were. This would not necessarily repeat
in full all the texts givon above. Thereafter the two sides would
start to discuss n text. There would undoubtedly be further matte:.-.-
for discussion at this later stage, and these would include
questions of finance and the question of the status of the
technicians left in the Base.
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BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAT RO.

December 21, 1953.

jr.

r; sr1 en points Vn *he In formal and personal
rsation which I h^r on December 19 with Fawzy

r- lc^raf r i No. 173^ vrcre . ac follows:

(1) Fn :••£*• hint ad. that the-best way- of proceeding might
be to pu* down on paper the progress we load made.

He did.-not laj thlt? dovn as a condition but It Is
obviously a reflection of what he a been said either by
hi IT. or b;y the vi.R.O. t? the Americana (Parle telegram

to Foreign Office). \

Fawzy wac of the opinion that the attempt to find
"Unite? NntlonsJ' formula for availability had

».>. the ireue. He stressed the fact that in the •-\'
of a vnld ws.r figypt would be pressing us to
,{}.te tlie Base even If we were not very keen to do

ourselves. He agreed that the raaln difficulty was
the reluctance of the Egyptians to extend, automatic
reactivation bey on.? the Arab Collective Security Fact
s-•c' the iT.poctibility of cur'accepting such a restriction,
I arVed whether in these circumstances It would not be
p^-lble for us to elaborate soiie description of a world.
Kar vliich ve could both agree to accept now as
n^ct.Ltltati ng ''lie reactivation of ^hs Base. He thought
that tl-:ls as being more concrete was probably-^a more
fruitful line of effort but referred somewhat;'.ruefully : ;
to the difficulty in which we were, placed by not being . (;f
foL'li: to £ay in eo many worde that an attack by the
Soviet Union was what wo meant. He did not himself •
explain to me thu reason for Egyptian dislike of a *
"Urlted Nations"
I'.'cClurt S:nlth.
reason for the
cucii a
pocl t lon
none of

forr.ula but he lias done BO to Hugh
The latter telle me that the underlying

Emptier, attitude Is that by accepting
they would, put £gy?t In a different ;

from 'any other 'ffieicbsr of the United Nations,
Is legally bound to accept any particular'

rT,: -end&tlon Issued' by the United Nations.

(l«) Whei I ernhycised the fundamental importance of .
the unlfor.:; question and pointed out that in the

rul'uiv of things -the JSjjyptlijns could be sure that our
right to vear vmiforrr. cou'ld not be abused by the •
technicians as they would be much too busy for parades,
Faway rather surprised me by making light of the
difficulty of finding a solution. He repeated
the tlise-honoured excuse of tlie Egyptians that .̂*̂ ww
British uniforms 'disappeared from the Canal Zone people :j
would in fact never believe that evacuation had taken

a. I paid this was nonsenee as at a distance of . r
;arr"s it was quite impossible to distinguish
tlan fror. Dritlsh military personnel and unless the :,
tlt*n Ar:r.7 changed their uniforms these would remain

sight to all inhabitants, of the country.' ;'

of course
unless *'•

plac

R.. Allen 2sq. , J.M.3. ,
Foreign Office,

London, 3.W.I.
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eventual ly proved unacceptable in
fIs i l lur . lomert of the Egyptians. It may

similar feeling of guilt which is pushing
d i r e c t i o n of resuming economic aid to t% f

(l/ashington telegram No. J

of Cairo
been elf f leu It

ard, rre as having junpe3 . the gun In talking
In advance of any reply from you to

t e l e r a m No. i S I . But It would
Inway to Pa«y in v i e w of -^he 'l°i!i-' n0t t0 respond

statement of Her va?esi?^ p0v?, n^ f^ary,of state's '
of Co^ns. Ana ' tn anv ev?n? T S LP?lloy ln the Houfle'
Her na je s ty ' s G o v e r n T e n M a ^titJ'f^18^ the fact that '
October PI j do not th?n?^h , ̂ ^ not cilanged since
the Eiry*tl t t ; ie c.rln" Lck ?o « "n^P/^ fl^liEood of '
on availabili ty V^the^^ ̂ eTi^J^pJ^^
In these ci rcumstancee I vrould
liitinati nn
acceptable

whether a "world
to Her Ma je s ty ' s

be most grateful
war" formula
Government.

4
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TOP SECRET •

Egypt: Defence Negotiations

Flag A I attach a note of a conversation with Mr. Wilson of the

United States Embassy in elucidation of Mr. Dulles' remarks ' "*

to the Secretary of State in paragraph 3 of Paris telegram

Flag B No. 562, which is attached. Mr. Wilson also sail that he

wanted to elucidate further the conversation between

Mr. Merchant and Sir Pierson Dixon in Paris, of which our '

Flag C own account is attached at 'B*.

f.f <j 2. It appears that we are now asked to consider giving the

Americans for their own information an account of where we

believe the present negotiations stand on other than the two
V

main points at issue of availability and uniform. I believe .

the object of the Americans is to try and tie us down at

least to our understanding of what has already been agreed,

and that they want to satisfy criticisms which Mr. Wilson

told me were now current in Administration circles outside

the State Department, that we ourselves might be, contemplating

a shift of position from our offer of October 21. -,

3. To comply with this request would be less disagreeable

if Mr. Dulles' remarks to the Secretary of State in Paris did

not lead us to suppose that they were trying once more to .

precipitate Mr. Caffery into the details of the negotiations.

On the other hand, *toe day-to-day contacts with the Americans

here, in Washington, and in Cairo should by this time have

sufficed to give them a good idea of what the exact terms of

our offer to Egypt consist of. '

4. I attach a further note based on General Robertson's :

Flag D report of the State of affairs as he left them, and would

-/Propose



0

propose that Mr. Wilson might "be shown it by the Department,

with the explanation that we think it useless and undesirable

to start probing the Egyptians again regarding the

supposedly agreed points "before they show themselves as

amenable to the reopening of the negotiation as a whole.

December 19, 1953

6
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5. Mr. Wilson referred to Sir Pierson Dixon's

conversation with Mr. Merchant of the State Department

on December 16 and repeated Mr. Merchant's view that

it was widely Relieved among certain circles in the

United States (Mr. Wilson said this did not mean in

the State Department) that Her Majesty's Government

did not really want an agreement with Egypt. This

belief was indeed one of the factors which made it

difficult for the administration to back us whole-

heartedly. Mr. Wilson added that he knew we sincerely

wanted an agreement, although there were certain

members of the Conservative Party who did not want

an agreement on the lines contemplated.

December 18, 1953
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TOP SECRET

Egypt; Defence Negotiations

Mr. Evan Wilson of the United States Embassy called today,
. ' '

to explain what the American understanding was of the conver-

eat ion between the Secretary of State and Mr. Dulles in Paris
I

on December 15. '

2. With reference to paragraphs 3 and 4 of their telegramv '
Mr. Wilson said that their understanding was that the Americans

would like to have a piece of paper setting out the stage \

reached with the Egyptians following the conversation on

October 21. Mr. Dulles had really not meant to suggest that \

we should now draft and try to obtain the consent of the :.!

Egyptians to "an agreement on principles" omitting the disagreed *|• •;
points. He simply wanted to know where we stood on all the ']

outstanding issues and what Items we would still want to raise ]1 i
before an agreement was concluded,

3. As was pointed out to Mr. Wilson, it really was rather

surprising that the State Department were not already in
vj

possession of all these facts in view of what had been said to '-\
i

them in pairo, in London, and in Washington. The Department

have, however, drafted a document composed of the items put '

forward by the delegation on October 21 and General Robertson's j

understanding of the position reached at that meeting.

4. The State Department further held that the best move we

could make would be to allow negotiations to be resumed before

the Sudanese Parliament had assembled. Mr. Dulles was still ;

serious about going ahead with American economic aid to Egypt

in the New Year. He thought it would be very difficult to . ;.

hold out on the Egyptians after the end of this year.
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.letter/io
Mr. Bar old'Beele

Washington.
j***

,-A

copies to:

Mr^cott-Fox,
Ankara.

Fay id
rs on,

Sir A. Rombold.
Paris.

with enclosures.

Btcnivro

^te. 'B teleSince the Secretary of State. 'B telegram

number 562 of December 15 from Paris regarding

his talk with Mr. Dulles about the Egyptian .

negotiations, the Department have bad further

conversations with the United States Embassy

here. . • 1w> ' : 1

2. With reference to paragraphs 3 and U of •

the telegram under reference, the Embassy said
•vl

that their understanding was that the State \

Department would like to have a piece of
• \ \ .

paper setting out the position reached with ';~v"1

the Egyptians following the convereatiqn ; :,< i:;

on October 21. Mr. Dulles had not meant

to suggest that we should now draft, and try to

obtain the consent of the Egyptians to, "an •

agreement on principles" omitting the disagreed 1

points. He simply wanted to know where we stood;

on all the outstanding issues and what items <

we would still want to raise before an • ; *

agreement was concluded. ':,'.

3. tVe expressed surprise that the State :

Department did not already know of these facts .

in view of what had been said to them in Cairo, -

London and Washington; but we offered

nevertheless to give them a document composed

of the items put forward by our delegation in

Cairo on October 21 and the delegation's

understanding of the position reached at that

meeting. A copy of the paper, which was ' . , , . . ̂
• ''•'& Ahanded to the United States Embassy on tH

December 29, is enclosed. '

k. ffe hope that the effect of giving this $•M
paper to the Americans will be to show them that *

the/
••{
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the uncertainty is not on our side, but on the

Egyptians' side. The Embassy have made the

point that they want to satisfy those in

administrative circles outside the State

Department who say that we ourselves may be

contemplating a shift of position from our

offer of October 21. There is, however, the

danger that it may stimulate the Americans into

some sort of activity, but thfij may be) so in

any case, and it is better that they should get

their facts straight. Our main object is to

show that if anyone needs prodding, it is the

Egyptians.

5. I am sending copies of this letter and

enclosure to Duke at Cairo, Scott-Fox at Ankara,

Rumbold at Paris and Stephenson at Fayid.



Secretary of State

Mr. Julian Amery's telephone conversation with the
Private Office.

Mr. Julian Amery spoke to me on the telephone on Friday

evening, December 18 about the point in your speech where you

said:

"I would like to negotiate an agreement which would come

into operation and take the place of the 1936 Agreement

which runs out in 1956." \

(cols. 691 and 692, Hansard, December 17).

Mr. Amery said that a number of his colleagues - a clear . "\

reference to "the rebels" - had been exercised about this

sentence. Mr. Amery assumed however that this was a point at ;
1

which you were not speaking from your notes since there had just

been an interruption. (He is right - it was he who interrupted).

He felt sure that you were not intending in this passage to

introduce a specific legal interpretation of the relevant passage

of the Treaty but were merely speaking colloquially.

Mr. Amery then went on to say that the reason for his

telephone call was that he understood that a journalist was

going to ask about this passage in the speech at the News

Department's morning conference on Saturday, December 19. He

was letting us know so that the News Department could take the

opportunity to put this in the right perspective.

I said merely that I was not competent to deal with the

legal interpretation of the specific articles in the Treaty and

thanked him for letting us know that a journalist was likely to

put a question on this subject.

December 191 1953.
Copies tot

Minister of State
Parliamentary Under Secretary
Hews Department.
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British Treaty
With Egypt
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of a period ot 20 yem= ..---Ing Into force of the Treaty, the HIKH
Contracting Parties will, at the re-
Quest of either of them, enter into
negotiations with a view to such re-
vision of Its terms by agreement be-tween them as may be appropriate
In the circumstances as they then
exist."• This article continues by referring
to the possible procedures lor re-
ference to a third party In case of,
disagreement, and then adds:

" It Is agreed that any revision ot
this Treaty will urovlde tor the con-
tinuation of the Alliance between the
High Contracting Parties In accord-
ance with the orlnclples contained In
Articles 4, 6. 6 and 1."—»—• articles contain undertalc--uion™ Is

UO 0*,,that in case either party « ._.
In war the other will " Immediately
come to his aid In the capacity of.

an ally."Where , does the Treaty specify
that, in' the Foreign Secretary's,
words, It " runs out In 1956 "? iYours faithfully, '

— --«TfT.l

House



SECRET

Egypt; Defence Negotiations

Mr. Evan Wilson of the American Embassy called today to

say that Mr. Dulles was not prepared to try to dissuade

Negulb from visiting the Sudan. The State Department have

in fact given as their own reaction to our proposal the

view that it would "be impracticable to dissuade General Negulb

from visiting the Sudan, if the Sudanese invited him; and ,

that it would be deleterious to the American position In Egypt

if they attempted to do so. Mr. Caffery's role was simply s

to agree with the State Department's view. We should take

this as a definite negative response.

2. The State Department further held that the best move we

could make would be to allow negotiations to be resumed before

the Sudanese Parliament had assembled. Mr. Dulles was still

serious about goinf; ahead with American economic aid to

Egypt in the New Year. He thought* it would be very difficult

to hold out on the Egyptians after the end of this year.

December 18, 1953

j
>!
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Cypher/OTP. FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET AND
TJHITEIIALL SECRET (CABINET)
DISTRIBUTION

*ir " arVey D: 8.12 p.m. December 15,1953.
J\' 0 I D <jc. R: 7.27 p.m. December 15,1953.

I JfflDL'JE . '•
TO? SEClEiT

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No: 562 of December 15
Repeated for information to: Cairo. Washington. B.K.E.O..

Following from Secretary of State.

I had an unsatisfactory talk with Mr. Dulles after lunch
today about Egypt. He read me an extract from a series of
telegrams from IT. Caffery of which the following is a brief
summary.

2. The Egyptian Government are shortly to consider a
series of proposals by the Committee of the Revolution for
cutting Egypt off from atrtive association with the I/est, ;
encouraging other Arab States to denounce defence agreements |
with '.Vestern rowers, taking the lead in nationalist movements ' j
throughout Africa, and so on. The implication is that. ~ j
decisions of this kind may be inevitable unless the Egyptian ;
Government can obtain further concessions from us regarding the 1
Canal Zone agreement. I

3. lir. Caffery reports that he is unlikely .to be able '|
to move the Egyptian Government on the two points (availability \
and uniform) on which, he says, he has pressed them hard in ;
accordance with the State Department's instructions. He ' ]
says that the Egyptian Government are taking the line that it is j
no use their making concessions on these two points, since they
have no clear idea what has been agreed on other matters and
no assurance "that the British will not raise all sorts of
new conditions" once these two matters are settled. Mr. Dulles
seemed to have been impressed by this argument and asked me
why we could not now suspend discussions on the.two outstanding
points and set out in writing the measure of agreement reached
on all other matters. He suggested that we might include our
own preferred version on the two outstanding points.

I. I said that this was the first I had heard of any
Egyptian demand to have the agreed elements set out in one
document. It was at the Egyptian request that we had proceeded
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by the method of trying to reach agreement in principle instead
of negotiating a text, I could not see why* Her Majesty's
Government should now be asked to put down all the points which
we had conceded, leaving unsettled the two essential matters
which we required. This would merely invite the Egyptians-to
re-open what had been agreed.

5. Another telegram fron Caffcry stated that he thought it
would be very difficult to dissuade Neguib from vis it ing'the
Sudan. ;

6. I said I doubted Whether Hr. Dulles realised the
difficulty which this problem already presented for Her Majesty's
Government. Me -were constantly being asked to make new concessions
to an Egyptian Government, which abused us publicly all the time
and which shifted its ground.from day to day. If Neguib went
to the Sudan, and if we could not get satisfaction on availability
and uniforms, I could not guarantee that we would obtain acceptance
of any agreement at all by the British Parliament. T>7e should
have to consider what to do, i.e. to fight it out or to take some
other measure unilaterally. I would certainly examine whether
there was any justification for the suggestion that the Egyptians
were in doubt about what had been aprecd so far in negotiation,
and whether there v.ould be any advantage in putting into one
document the "points of principle" v/hich we were trying to
establish. I did not think there would be, and I suspected this
was merely another Egyptian manoeuvre which Mr. Caffery had taken
at its face value.

7. Perhaps Cairo will comment on Hr. Caff cry's viev/s,

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo, Washington and B.M.E.O.
as ray telegrams Nos; 5, 211 and 8 respectively. ,

[Repeated to Cairo, "Jashington and B.H.E.O. ]

ADVANCE COriES:
Private Secretary.
Sir I. Kirkpatrick.'
Mr. R. Allen.
He ad Af r ic an De pt..
Resident Clerk.

JJJJJ
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BRITISH EMBASSY, *"!

CAIRO. ̂

CCWFIDEKTIAL 14 December| 1953?'

1.1 C*

Lewis Jones, the American Counsellor
here, showed me recently a record of the interview
between the Egyptian Ambassador In 'Washington and
Mr. Dulles before the Bermuda Conference. The
Ambassador begged the U.S. Secretary of State to
increase pressure on the British to conclude an
acceptable Canal Zone agreement. He said that the
British were delaying making an agreement, were
haggling unduly about the details, and were going
back on what had already been agreed. Feeling in
Egypt and particularly in the C.R.C. was In conse-
quence maturing in the wrong direction and there was
a growth of neutralism, both among the public and in
the C.R.C. which was causing the Egyptian Delegation
acute concern. He felt that the U.S. Government
regarded the British as more valuable to them than
the Egyptians but the fact remained that present
developments were most unfortunate from the point of
view of relations between the Arabs and the Vfest*
He pressed the U.S. Government strongly to use their
influence at Bermuda to hasten the discussions.

2. Mr. Dulles received his representations
most politely. He said that the Egyptian Government
must be fully aware of the real sympathies of the
U.S. Government with peoples An territories which did
not en̂ oy full Independence. The U.S. Government
could not set everything to rights all at once but
the Egyptian Government must have patience. He under-
took to see what, if anything, could be done in the
matter. (

3. Lewis Jones contrived to let me know
that Caffery was himself very critical of our slow
handling of the negotiations.

4. I thanked Lewis Jones for letting us
see this record. I said that as he would be aware,
there was no excuse whatever for the Egyptians to
accuse as of procrastination. Both the Ambassador
and General Robertson, and since the Ambassador's
departure, General Robertson and I, had done everything
conceivable to hasten these negotiations forward and
bring them to a successful conclusion. The Egyptians
on the contrary had broken off the discussions' when
Mr. Dulles was arriving in May; they had created many
incidents and much tension In the Canal Zone in pre- -
paration for the YJashington Conference and had quite
deliberately vtrked up the Ismailla Incident in July to
a major crisis at the time of the "Washington Conference.
In spite of all that, we bad negotiated through the
summer, but General Robertson and I had always tried in
vain to have our meetings held at less than an interval
of about one week. I recalled that when General
Robertson went away in September the Egyptians had
refused to examine some of the technical matters, out-
standing, e.g. air matters and the powers of the Base
Commander, and report back to the Delegations on

T. E, Bromley, Esq..
Foreign Office, S.TK.l.

/ General



General Robertson's return. I was not aware that we
had gone beck on anything at all that had been agreed,
though the Egyptian's had done so in the case of the
availability formula. Finally the Egyptians had
refused to continue the conversation? after October 21
either on general issues or in reply to our suggestions
on some of the technical questions which were still
outstanding. They had almost certainly wanted to
provoke an appearance of tension during the Sudan
elections. Host of the present tension seemed to me
to be deliberately provoked with an eye to the Bermuda
Conference, and that went for almost all the talk abut
neutralism, though it was admittedly dangerous. I
was personally hoping that the Egyptians would now
settle down again and resume discussions with the
Ambassador when he returned, though in vfew of their
behaviour I had become extremely pessimistic about the
outcome of the negotiations and of any treaty that
might result from them,

5« Lewis Jones also said that in conver-
sation with Mr, Caffery the Egyptians were deploring
our "niggling" attitude in the negotiations and that
Caffery had much sympathy with tliem over that also.
Later in our conversation however when I asked him how
the Americans proposed to negotiate economic aid, he
told me that It would have to befmost carefully arranged
agreement with precise clauses to show how the economic
aid would be used and what were the obligations on both
sides, so I warned him that the Americans wald very
probably have the same accusations of "niggling" made
about them.

\
6. Caffery told me last night that if . .
economic aid were not negotiated and signed for by
June 30, the Congressbnal appropriation for 1953 would
be lost. I pressed him again not to negotiate it
before agreement is reached on principles in our dis-
cussions. He argued that the granting of some aid
would encourage the Egyptians to conclude a Canal Zone
agreement. I said we entirely disagreed.

7, I asked Caffery whether the Americans
had given any thought to the "new framework" within
which defence arrangements between Arab nations and
the Western Powers might be set up and agreed after we
had made a new Canal £one agreement* It seemed to be
common form in American, thought to assume that an
Anglo-Egyptian Canal Zone agreement might be a
transitory affair end that the real importance of this
area in strategic questions would be taken up on a
larger plariftshortly after the agreement had been con-
cluded and the British troops had withdrawn. How
did the Americans envisage that this might be done?
Caffery had no Idea to offer on the subject. Lewis
Jones however concurred vaguely when I said the only
solution seemed to be a series of bilateral pacts,
because nothing broader could be arranged until there
was peace with Israel.

I orn r frying a c->cy of Uiis letter to

(R. It. A. Hantteyy—*~~
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OUTFILE

HO. JB

Hr.r Majeoty'o Principal Secretary of

ntate for Torei/in Affnirs presents hla

oompllncntn to the Aribaooadbr of Israel and

hao the honour to tcKnotrleftce the receipt of

Hie Kxcelloncy's i.'ote No, EV3V63871 • ot

tlic L'7tH of novenber, concerning the corrent

necotiatione between the United Kingdom and

ĝypt. In this corununicatlon, tiie Aihbaaeadorc

after expreoelng the appreciation of his

Government for the aoauranceo contained in

the Foreign Secretary1a earlier Rote of the

30th of October, anks that certain specifie '

meacurea be taken in fulfilment of these

assurances*

After
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After careful and sympathetic study of

thcoe proposals Her Majesty's Government

regret that they cannot add to the statement

they lu-.ve already matte to the Icrael

Government on thin >;iatter« Thejr are, however,

glad t,o U; x this opportunity to re-affirm

their adherence to the Tripartite Declaration

of -toy, iy«o.

Tne ^vtabusDudor alco asks that, if the

balance of urnaticnto butreeu Israel and the

Aral) otutcB eiiould "be upset to Israel'e

detriment ae a concequenee of any Anglo*

Egyptian ̂ ereccMsnt, the United Kingdom ehoald

facilitate tlie acquloltion of armn by Israel*

f̂ nile Her ;iajeBtyfe Wovernocnt are unable to

give a specific undertaking In the terms

/proposed,
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proponed, they v.ill contlime aa at present to

give careful oonrlderation. In the light of

the Tripartite Declaration of ray, 1950, to

ony rc;;r.cntfi rhlch the Icruel Government najr

put forward for the eapp1.y of military

FOFSKM1 OTT1CK, H.V.1.

Pccerdber 29 f 1953*



SECRET

Israel and the Egyptian negotiations

Flag A The Israel Government have now sent us a further note

a"bout the Anglo-Egyptian negotiations to follow up their /

Flag B note of October 14, to which we replied merely "by reaffirming

Flag C the Tripartite Declaration of May 1950 and expressing the

hope that a settlement with Egypt would eventually lead to

greater stability in the Middle East.

2. We are now asked for more specific assurances, of which

the most Important is the suggestion that an Anglo-Egyptian

settlement should be made contingent either upon a specific

guarantee by Egypt about the use of its military assets or

upon Egyptian conformity to the Security Council's resolution

of September 1, 1951.

3. We should have preferred to deal with this point orally,

but since the Israelis insist on a specific reply it is
\

proposed that we should answer as in the attached draft, with

which the Minister of State agreed subject to the Secretary

of State's concurrence.

December 22, 1953

.'j

The Secretary of State is prepared to sign this
. • ij

note if paragraphs 2 and 3 are-amended to read as :\

follows:- (making one paragraph) j

"2. After careful and sympathetic study of j

these proposals H.M. Government regret that they

cannot add to the statement they have already

made to the Israeli Government on this matter.

/They
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They are, however, glad to take this opportunity

to re-affirm their adherence to the Tripartite

Declaration of May, 1950."

If the Department see no objection to this rewording,

the note may be typed for signature.

December 23. 1955.

Although the Israelis may still try to extract from

us an answer to the question 'Will you make your agreement

with Egypt conditional on certain guarantees which we

think essential to our safety?1, it is more probable that

they will accept the answer, redrafted as the Secretary

of State wishes, as meaning 'Ho.', and I have had it

retyped. .

December 24, 1953

Q>
AJV̂ -



counter any moves in this direction "by diplomatic action in
MjtAmd&fs befit/

Bonn. The short answer is that given goasLufaiih in the

relations between ourselves and Egypt and ourselves and Germany,
nmf

this danger is a slight one. Given fe«fiU<£fi£4h on the other hand
iA fyo*L, 'u

the danger is a real one, but not insuperable gtoe-n joint action

between the Americans and ourselves.

5. Perhaps the note may now issue?

December 15. 1953.

~r.
J

*vCA -̂ t X**.C'".fc*<*tf



SECRET

Israel and the Egyptian negotiations

The Minister of State has asked what the position would

be if an agreement were reached on the present terms and the

Egyptians, say in 1956, attacked the Israelis.

2. The answer to the Minister of State's question met

surely depend* upon three factors:
*

(a) The willingness of the United Kingdom, the United

States and France to abide by the 1950 Declaration;

(b) their ability to do so, in terms of troops available

and near to the scene of operations; and
\. •

(c) the relative arms strength of Israel and Egypt (and

her Arab allies) at the time.

3. These factors would only be indirectly influenced by the

conclusion of an' agreement with Egypt whereby we would by

then have withdrawn from the Canal Zone. The presence of
V

British troops in the Canal Zone did not stop fighting between

Israelis and Arabs in 19̂ 4-8. The troops remaining in the
cmigHS*^^)

Canal Zone in 1956 might w«&L be preoccupied with maintaining

their position against the Egyptians and therefore less free

to operate in defence of Israeli frontiersJS****- fav*fo trrtefc
«C*«*SÛ  ̂  fc*, KU>U.£o£t-.
1*. There is the consideration that if the Egyptians chose

to eject our technicians and to take over the base ' • ' < ' .

installations and munition dumps, they would increase their

arms strength. We should presumably see to it that in the
/ . .

normal running of the agreement, the Egyptians would not take

over the more dangerous of the installations until nearer

1960. They would not be technically capable of doing so
ifU^t^Sgoi-^e^M^Ua^

in any case without outside help; /sad we should have to

/counter
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CONFIDENTIAL

Israel and the Egyptian negotiations

Please see the Secretary of State's minute "below.

We were not able to discuss the draft note at the

meeting with the Secretary of State yesterday, and it

should perhaps now be re submit ted to him in case he

still wishes to discuss it. - .

December 22, 1953
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Draft, note to
Israel Embassy.

p

,0

Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs pr-esents his compliments to,

the Ambassador of lerael and has the honour to
- .. •**•*•"

acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's

Note No. EE/3V63871, of the 2?th of November,

concerning the current negotiations between :

•the United Kingdom" and Egypt. In this J

communication the'Ambassador, after expressing
i * ' *'• " ''the appreciation of his Government for the \

assurances contained in the Foreign Secretary*s :,-,'4.iJ

earlier Note of the 30th of October, asks that

'•'• "!>*r. mA\

certain specific measures be taken in fulfilment
. - ' ; . • '' ;

of these assurances. ; ~ '• I '-•''•'••• i^.-^n
• • I ; ,

2. After a careful and sympathetic study of ::\

these proposals Her Majesty's Government have.7]

reluctantly reached the conclusion that Ikx flums'l*

make a settlement or Anglo/ .

*;•;•;»

widopotanding<^
Egyptian problems conditional either upon seourinff!

a specific guarantee concerning the use of the

military assets now in the Canal Zone Base or

upon conformity by Egypt to the Security

Council's resolution of the 1st of September,

1951* V

3. Thin annQi in lnn Hi mi m\j n P T n r t n the

adfieremce of Her Majesty's Government to the

Tripartit^e Declaiiation of May, 1950. •

k* The Ambassador also asks that, if the
I

balance of armaments between Israel and the

Arab states should be upset 4a Israel's
I '

as a consequence of any Anglo/Egyptian Agreement,

the United Kingdom should facilitate the
/acquisition ••;£
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acquisition of arms by Israel. While Her "
i

'Majesty s Government are unable to give a specifd
f*

undertaking in the terms proposed, they will

continue as at present to give careful

consideration, in the light of the Tripartitie

Declaration of May, 1950, to any requests which

the Israel Government may put forward for the

supply of military equipment.
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SECRET

Flag A

Flag B

Flag C

ISRAEL AND TH3 EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

The Israel Government have now sent us a further note

about the Anglo-Egyptian negotiations. In their earlier .

note, dated October 14, they asked

(i) what guarantees were envisaged in the

Agreement to prevent the development of

an arras race in the Middle East, and

(ii) that the Agreement be made contingent upon \

Egypt's execution of the Security Council
\ .''

resolution of September 1, 1951 concerning ':, .*

the restrictions on traffic through the

Suez Canal. ;

Our reply 6f October 30 (JE 1192/580) reaffirmed the

Tripartite Declaration of May, 1950, and expressed the hope

of Her Majesty's Government that a settlement with Egypt

would eventually lead to greater stability in the Middle <

East. .

2. The latest Israeli note asks for more specific

assurances, in particular '.!' , ^;

(a) for a specific provision in the Anglo-Egyptian H

Agreement that any military assets which might ^ /
. . • f .•:.

be transferred to Egypt under the Agreement •
: • v ,£

should never be used except for "the defence of }

the area as a whole against outside aggression". ,
' ' " ' V

(b) that "a way be found to bring home to the < ,
* ' ' ' • •.

Government of Egypt the urgent need for complying .j

with its obligations1' in respect of free passage •

through the Suez Canal. The present negotiations

must be utilised for this purpose.



/ / •<-f-

3. In addition, the note points out that any agreement

with Egypt is bound to upset the arms equilibrium which now

exists between Israel and the Arab States, and asks that ,

the United Kingdom undertake to afford Israel "facilities"
1 -i

to redress the balance. The Israel Ambassador, when he j

delivered the note, explained that by "facilities" his :

government meant favourable prices. j
. • i

4. There is a sensible answer to (a) which it would, \ j

however, be difficult to incorporate in a formal note. It

is as follows. The Government of Israel must always have

known that the 1936 Treaty was due to come to the end of

its normal term in 1956. It could only be renewed either

by agreement with the Egyptians or by arbitration. In

neither case is it likely that any guarantees of the kind now

required by the Israel Government would have been obtained.

If matters are allowed to tale their course and our forces y

withdraw in 1956, the Israelis' worst fears will be realised

and they will have no means of redress. They will be much

better off than this if we secure an agreement with Egypt

on the lines now proposed. The agreement is to last for some f

seven years, and for most if not all of it we should have • - . . - .

sufficient control of the most important installations to

ensure that they are not used against Israel. It

therefore virtually gives the Israelis an extra five years' t *\

breathing space. We shall not, however, get any agreement , :>

with the Egyptians if we seek to include guarantees of the j

kind now demanded by the Israelis. They will therefore do • 'j

better to encourage us to reach agreement on the best terms r ";j

we can without these guarantees, and rely for protection .'

against Egyptian aggression on our reaffirination of the •?!

Tripartite Declaration. _ •: ̂

v .!
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5. There is also a fairly good answer to their point about '

freedom of passage through the Suez Canal, although this,

once more, is not suitable for a formal note. Briefly, It

is that the Egyptians are doing just what they like now in ;

••" *'..::
restricting Israeli traff ic ,• despite the presence of British _ •

troops in the Canal Zone, and despite the Security Council ' ' ]

resolution of September, 1951. , They would secure no greater <

freedom in this field v/hen our troops withdraw. In addition, •'••"*

the matter is not an appropriate one for single-handed \ • :
\ '". * •

action by the United Kingdom. It is one in which all those V

powers which are users of the Canal are interested. \\-
!y <.V

6. What we cannot tell the Israelis is that we have been ,'*•

seeking to mobilise the maritime powers concerned in secret to

act jointly in the matter of freedom of transit through the I ;]

Canal, and that our efforts have so far been blocked by the V-

Unlted States Government. 1 ̂,

7. As regards the veiled request for cheap arraŝ  we would • " :,

not 7/ish to commit ourselves in any way. We see no reason to ^

let the Israelis have arms on more favourable terras than they -^

or the Arab States at present enjoy: i.e. every application

for arms is considered on it's merits in the light of consider-'

ations set out in the Tripartite Declaration and, if it is

approved, the arms must be paid for at the current economic
• . \

price. We have recently, in conjunction with the United :

States and French Governments, been restricting releases to

Israel in view of attempts by her to secure arm^ in such

quantities as would gravely disturb the balance of strength in •«

the Middle East. In our reply on this point we cannot '

therefore pronise the Israelis any better terms than they are

now receiving.



8. The Department suggest that the best way to reply would

be to answer each point briefly and in general terms in a "

formal note, and to use the arguments in paragraphs 4 and 5 ;'.-

above orally v/hen the reply is delivered. It remains to

consider exactly how points (a) and (b) should be handled in

the formal reply.

9. The earlier drafts of our reply to the Israeli note of

October 14 contained a sentence specifically rejecting the
' X • •'- ''• "•

suggestion that an Anglo-Egyptian settlement should be made \ .;
\ ;! •

contingent either upon a specific guarantee by Egypt about • ;
v NV"-;

the use of its military assets, or upon Egyptian conformity ' \,;
- Xto the Security Council resolution of September 1, 1951 (see Flag D •• • _^

draft at J3 1192/580). At the Secretary of State's wish,

this passage was omitted. Since the Israelis had seen fit :

to insist on a specific reply on these points, it is for 'l

consideration whether our reply to their further note should I
\

not include a passage on these lines.

10. A draft reply is submitted. Levant and Economic

Relations Department} agree. !
• ' H

i

^

December 7, 1953

One can understand the Israeli anxieties* but I do

not see how paper guarantees by Egypt would greatly help

them* If Egypt is determined upon a revanche against

Israel, no amount of guarantees in an Anglo-Egyptian

agreement will weigh much. But for us to Introduce

/fresh

j



fresh conditions of this kind into our negotiations at this

stage would mean that we would never reach agreement with Egypt.

The Egyptians would claim that a limitation on the use of the

base would be an infringement of Egyptian sovereignty; and they

are particularly sensitive about their right to prevent the

transit of cargoes bound for Israel through the Suez Canal.

2. As for the Israeli request for cheap arms, I certainly

do not think we could commit ourselves.
3. I therefore agree with the draft reply to the Israeli

note, I also agree that we might use the arguments in '•<

paragraphs k and 5 of African Department's submission above

when handing the note to the Israeli Ambassador.

_ •

• J. I^^LJ^^ •

ffl*J~*

(R. Allen)

December 7. 1953. ^

*.**.
• „,

î "^^»"»-

Ar *C«_Jfc CU

. IV

-̂ <-c CVv-^
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Suggested re-draft of paragraph 7
of the attached submission and of the
final sentence of the draft Note is
submitted. a

(J. E. Powell-Jones)
December 5. 1955



SECRET

Flag L

Flag J.

Israel nd he Egyptian Negtiations.

In consultation with Levant" Department African Department

have slightly redrafted the second paragraph of the draft

Note to the Israel Embassy to make it sound a bit less abrupt.

We still feel, however, that we ought this time to come out

against the Israeli proposal to make a settlement of

Anglo-Sgyptian problems conditional either upon securing a

specific guarantee concerning the use of the military assets

now in the Canal Zone Base or upon conformity by Egypt to ,
v .

the Security Council's resolution of September 1, 1951. We >

do not consider this to be incompatible with the tone of the

Prime Minister's Note of April 22 last.

• j

December 11. 1953.

'i^i

> it: fr

lM****"

' '**/ u
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Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

Restricted

Open.

Draft.

Formulae tabled in Cairo .' ] ',
••-• — '.' ; ' '. '• ' • • ;

. ' '' ' • ^' . ; V

A. British formula \f ' ' -,^ ., , , | ;

The parties will consult together at the end. ofr

the period specified for the duration of the .'--.--" 'i- • • ' . , • ' - . ' J

^Ctf"^** ' r *

Asreement to decide what arrangements were necessary
. ' ; p . ' . : : - . '4 . , : _

to provide for the continued maintenance of the:' ^^

base thereafter. , ,.|! - ; : j
. • - ; ' ' ' • ! • • - V

B. Egyptian formula " •• • '•*

The parties will cons\at together not, later • !j ^
- . \; '- '• ' * '•"•'!

than two yearn befoe the end of the period specified,.;
\ " ; * '••:!

for the Duration of the agreement concerning tbe •; ; j

remaining British owned property. If they ar«jH^;'1 ;'?]

unable to agree on this question the British ; t ' , ! ' ^ "

Government shall, before the end of the specified ; j

period, withdraw or otherwise dispose of the • I

remaining British owned property* ; ; ? . i |

' ' ' ' • ' ' • :•• 'i

' ,• '• ' \. • i

• ' . - . ' • A

' :- • • " • '!• V-i
* " ' , • ' . * ' ! ' • • • • ! ' . '*,:

• :r • fl
•• ' ' • ' : ' " ' - '1 '

1 • . " ' ! ' . •

• . ' • . • '
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Provision for continuing or terminating a^reemejyt^
C}<= i j .9J/&/0 £ ;'..i

In his final appreciation General Robertson \
i

has pointed o\it that the formula we have put to

the Egyptians (nee .A on attached sheet) implies . -.1

a commitment for the Egyptians to allow the base 1>
1 .• >

to remain even after the end of the period fo-r . ' \

vvhich the AgiM-^nicnt in to run. He goes on to say ::

that the Egyptians v/ill never accept this.

2. The Egyptians on their Bide have produced a ;

' \ "• ••/••:
formula vvhich provide^ only for consultation on \,:- >

N

.disposal of British property remaining in the "base ,
, . "

at the end of the period. Failing agreement lt.£»

»4as to be removed or otherwise disposed of (see ' :;j
\ m - • ' • • ' - ' • . ; • 'ri

B on attacjjed nheet). J-his is of course • • • . ? " ' ?

unacceptable to VLH, pince it implies that the N ,;|
•«''• "~ ~^';i'*"" "?n

Agreement itself tftrniinates at the end of the , ; . ' ^

period. , • , '. ;l|

3. The formula we put to the Egyptians was never*

intended to do more than ensure that the agreement,
• •t'-Vv'T

could be extended if both parties Were willing.;';,", '-i
» '

It appears from JBO 628 that the Minister of . State ;•'•
'•''.'.

and Mr. Byroade may have jointly said as much to . ^
. - ' • • . ' • • £ V : J j

the Egyptian Representative at the U.N, «
1*4 I '"

Mr. Badav/i himself nevertheless suspects -*«ae- «^*,
(Afii'iAotS ItJkesn&i ' ' ' 1

form of prolongation of the agreement (see JBO 620)(

lu General Robertson is clear that we shall not '••.

persuade the Egyptians to accept any form of - , , • ' , ?
* h&u?^ Soc/t AM, *&o»Jf ' ' '• '

1 ~ ; ' I-
aira must therefore be to avoid any form of words j

'• '-; 1
which might imply that the agreement necessarily •;. j

terminates at the end of the period for which it i«|

to run. Y/e can do this in two ways: : ""'-;• •" M
;, ;''. ' . ' ' ••• --o--"',:! i

: /(a) by , ; • :•';
\ ' i t i , , *i , . ' . - - - ; , . ' -

' * ' ;.''l ' :' '

. 7 • ' . - . ' " ' : ' •• / . . ' • ;£i , i - v.',;^/.'..yN
•' ". • ' > < • • > • > • '•'HiX



(a) by having no "consultation" cluune at all;

(b) by rewording oxu- claxtse to avoid any

implication either way.

5. Since our ai-.u in a negative une it ml£ht v «11

appear that it would bent be served by the negativ

solution - namely (a). This is the course

recommended by General Robertson. But if we omit

from its text all reference to procedure for

renewing c'i' terminating the Agreement we shall

almost iflu'Ptbobly have contradictory statements

in Cairo and London abovt whether it can or

cannot be renewed. T̂ e Egyptians will start by

asserting to their ovn people that it definitely

terminates at the end of the period mentioned in

the text, and we shall have to reply that there, is

nothing to prevent the parties renewing it by

mutual consent. If this kind of public wrangle

developed before ratification, one side or other

might well feel unable to ratify. If̂ after

ratification, the necer.snry atmosphere of goodwill

for the working of the agreement would be lacking.

6. Course (b) would therefore seem preferable.

This is the course recommended by Mr. Hankey.

We need a form of words which is entirely

unambiguous, which commits neither side to

renewal or termination, and which provides that

either course may be taken, at the end of the

period specified in the text, by mutual consent.

The following form of words ha? the advantage of

fulfilling there condition^-': and of brevity:

"This agreement may be renewed by mutual

consent of the contracting parties".

J

tO^ufcU
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MISC/M(53)89
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MINISTRY OP DEFENCE

J

DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS V.'ITH EGYPT

MINUTES of a Meeting held in Mr. P. '"/cod's
Room, Ministry of Defence, S."r. 1. on
TUESDAY. 30TH SEPTMBER. 1953. at 3 p.m.

PRESENT

Mr. P. '"/ood,
Ministry of Defence.
(In the Chair)

Mr. R.C. Mackv/orth-Young,
Foreign Office.

Commander G. Talbot-Smith,
Admiralty.

Mr. A.L.M. Gary,
Air Ministry.

Mr. A.M. Allan,
Treasury.

Mr, P/.7. Armstrong,
Uar Office. -

Gp. Captain R.C. Ayling,
Air Ministry.

Mr. M.H. O'Grady,
Air Ministry.

SECRETARY

Mr, R.H. Prince,
Ministry of Defence.
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This could best "be done by including Abu Sueir
in^Anncx I of the Ayr cement. The delegation,
should also "be reminded that British service
aircraft \vould include personnel (crevrS and
troops in air transit) vho Mould "be additional
to the nanpov/cr ceiling. The delegation should
be asked to cover this point in the best v/ay
possible. TJho Air^Iiinstry ,oul^_rcpar^-a daft
for the "

(viii) The Pcrcicn Office said that a revised Note on
Status v;as being prepared by the dole-cation and
"would bo circulated as coon, as possible,

(ix) A separate Note on Cust^i-is—Duty questions v/ould be
required and this should cover in particular the
question of duty on oil,

(x) The position of Navy .House. Port Said v/as being
considered separately,

(xi) Article 6 of. Exchange nf Notes I-ln,. 1 should be
oi'iiitted. If the phasing of the v/ithdrav/al has
to be specified, the question v/ould need to be
considered by the Chiefs of Staff,

THE MEETING:-

(1) invited the Foreign Office to amend the text
of the draft Agreement as agreed;

(2) invited the Air Llinistry and r/ar Office to
take action as .recorded above.

MINISTRY OP DEFENCE, G.V/.1,

2ND OCTOBER, 1953.
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THE MEETING had- under ' consideration Cairo telegrams to

the Foreign Office Nos. 1358 and 1359 of 2? th September and
also the Departmental comments on the draft Anglo-Egyptian
Defence Agreement circulated "by the Foreign Office vdth their
letter of the 12th September.

'' MR. MACK70RTH-YOUNG circulated a revised draft text of
the Preamble to the draft Agreement. He pointed out that this
followed the Cabinet's instructions regarding freedom of
passage through the Suez Canal and also explained that the
"sovereignty" clause had "been re-drafted in a form to make it
more acceptable to the Egyptians.

THE MEETING accepted the revised draft.

THE MEHTINCi then considered the Departmental comments on
the draft text of the main Agreement and Annexes and agreed
a number of drafting amendments. Points raised in discussicn
included:-

(i) Particular attention would have to "be given to the
definition^ in Article 9 to ensure that airfields
were clearly covered. The definitions would also
have to include anything required in connection '
with the Note on Jurisdiction, etc.

(ii) The Treasury drew attention again to the necessity
for a financial annex to be drafted as soon as
possible and pointed out that this annex must "be
made part of the Agreement. The Foreign Office
said that the Delegation had already been asked
to produce a draft.

(iii) The Air I.Iinistry v.rere not happy about leaving the
provision of M.T̂ . in the hands of the Egyptians,
although there might be no alternative in view of
the manpower ceiling. The V.'ar Office agreed to
lock into the manpower position again to see
v/hether the provision and general management of
M.T. could be retained by the U.K.

(iv) The Air Ministry augsccted the omission of sub-
paragraph 2 (a) (vi) of Annex A so that it might be
argued that ney; construction at places listed in
Appendix I was our responsibility. The Foreign
Office agreed to write to the delegation on the
point, the Air Ministry to produce a draft,

(v) The Air Ministry wished to retain control of
certain specialist ecjuipmcnt^ such as refuellers,
etc. It was a^Tced that this could be covered by
a suitable definition of "installations" in the
Main Agreement,

(vi) The Foreign- Off ice would chpck with their legal
advisers whether there was any point in the
Treasury query regarding the aDPlication_of
Article L|-, Annex A, to times of peace,

*•" • — . . - - • _ — -

(vii) The Air Ministry wanted all' staging to be done at
Fayid but wished to keep a foot in Abu Sueir for
the purpose of maintaining the facilities there.

- 2 - • '

TOP SECRET
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Ref: 0143/5996 (C.2.) /*0oto*«rt 1»3.

Doarfood,

At yvettiOayt wotting I proniwed to in you have the far Offioo vl«v v»
the Air KinUtn*a prvpooal that th* mmpon»ibillty for K.T. la tht

(«;(iv; of £tt>«x A of UM drrft Agt«««mt) ihoald b«
to tht Attistant B»M

The UttBt pl»tt product toy C«K,*», K.B.L.F., for tht ditpoaitlaa of %k»—
Anqr's ttohnieiac* Includts naapoMr f or UrM tnntport platoon*. 7h«M fill
be abl« to do llttl* «or» tkun pcovidt * WDall ear pool and lorrlt* for %h» 4bf>
to-day adzsiolatimtioo of British peiaoontl and th«ir faadlit*. Tht aec«pt
of rttponaibllity for M«T« working in tht Baat would b« * «MMdt»tat for
Mvcial hundred ax»t« i*rtonatl. Thta« will not b« found within our
otilJAS tnltta it it at tht tTptnat of tcployawntt which C*B*<«», M«C«ur«
coaaidts ^BS2'-e»»«ntial to th* tffieieat running of tht Baao. Ewoa if war
atgotiatoia w*rt to eaaagt to i*«xjh af ittctat on a total oowkor of
larger than ia required for th* uaat ttaential work, tht Aifftrtnaw MM
hardly bo tuff leient to tcublt u» to run Baae M.T., and is any
"wurplua" poxaonool who* wo wort fojtwatt onough to inolodo
total figure would b* the firet to ItaTî u -̂ -̂v~ <>'

ft ate aatiwfiod with tht planned distribution of technician* f
by C.U* ,., K.F..UF. The retention of tht waponsibilijky-for^Baoo t
the Egyptian* la regarded aa only out of tbtus^y rie» tist m *»
to aeoept.

I m copying thi* to Kaokwortb-rovng (to who* I fe**» alroady at,
thtae eowawnta;, «wjif. Hutchoroft and *llan.

loura *inoor*ly,

P. W. ARMSTRONG

F. food,
Kiairtry of Owfoaoo,
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From: ' Group Captain R.C. Ayling,
AIR

SECRET
LONDON, S.W.I.

, 1953,

As I explained to you on the telephone this

Sueir with the Egyptians, should not put forward a
claim to staging facilities there tut should aim to
secure its retention simply as an Appendix I
installation, i.e. one at which British technical
management, is required for operational reasons. >

He considers that Abu Sueir is the one
airfield above all others which the Egyptian Air
Force will quite certainly insist on occupying
for their,own use and that such occupation, while
not providing in any way an ideal guardianship
our point of view, will probably do as much to
preserve it as we could with the very limited

under the 4,000
the

for which
and our original

a as
party.

/The

R.C. Mackworth Young, Esq..,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.I*

SECRET
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The difficulty which you foresaw about
negotiating a second staging post when the
Egyptians so far object to the first need not
in hia view arise. The detachment at Abu Sueir
would not in fact be a staging post at all in
the sense of controlling airfield services or of
accepting movement from outside Egypt and thus
needing customs and immigration services. It
w&uld be. merely an administrative facility,
alongside the E.A.F. at Abu Sueir, enabling us to
shuttle aircraft between there and Fayid and thus
greatly facilitate movement between the northern
and southern parts of the Base area. V.C.A.S.
is confident that the logic of this requirement
will be clear to those with local knowledge and
that it is therefore a reasonable-proposition for
the Delegation to put to the Egyptians.

The effect of this decision on the papers
will be that COS (53) 479 stays exactly as it is
and the relevant parts of the draft Agreement revert
to the original Air Ministry amendments. For the
sake of clarity, I attach an Appendix showing how
in the Air Ministry view all the relevant sections
of the draft Agreement should now be wordedj if
however, the Delegation feel that an arrangement
such as we propose at Abu Sueir would be made more
palatable-to the Egyptians by calling it something
other than Staging Post, I am sure we would not
object to further amendments to this end.

I am sending a copy of this letter and
Appendix to Wood at the Ministry of Defence.
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SECRET
Appendix to Pol.(A.8.)2fe598
dated 2nd October. 19

Annex A. Para.6.
1 MMMBIM ^M-MMBMMMM ^

Delete second sentence and substitute:-

"Payid and Abu Sueir airfields and the flying-
boat base at Fanara may be used as staging
poets for British Service aircraft. Payid
airfield and the flying boat base at Fanara
shall be recognised points of entry for
British personnel to the Base by air.11

Appendix I. Section C,

Delete this Section and substitute;-

Payid airfield.
Staging post for landplanes at Abu Sueir and
for flying boats at Fanara.
Workshops Abyad.
Hospital (Fayid) (Abyad).

Appendix II. Section 0. ,

Add to .this Section: -

Airfields Abu Sueir
Kabrit
Kasfareet
Deversoir /'
Shallufa '

R.A.P. Equipment
Depot Kasfareet

SECRET
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Availability

Should the Egyptians come back ever '
a serious discussion of the text we have
offered and make drafting suggestions, it
appears to me that it would do no harm to
prepare ourselves (as we have already hinted
to Cairo) for tolerable rearrangements of '̂
the text. For example, were the Egyptians;;i
to argue seriously that what irked them i;H>
was having to give an undertaking to us to ;I?s
do something they would of course do in ' ̂
any case, we jnight meet them by saying thatt'
so far from sympathizing with their \ Ĥ  'H
object ions, we ourselves would be ready to |bii
do the same and to make the reaffirmation Ul2
of our duty to the United Nations a common ,̂
one. This would enable us to offer a ,,,̂ v " r
rearrangement of the text as follows;-r t ̂

(i) In the event of — : i'Jo
.. - I'' r'"V|

(a) an attack by an outside power
• ' on Egypt, or. ;t , ' . ' • • ' '.'.'•"nt'^l'

(b) an attack by an outside power ?|;
on any country which is a r r - •> ; ' "
party to the Arab Mutual ;H!)
Security Pact, m • • • •». '<

Egypt will afford to the United;
Kingdom all such facilities as H
may be necessary to place the' l^Hj
Base on a war footing and operate.Y|E
it efficiently. These faeilitie.sj;
will include the use within the
limits strictly indispensable for|;
the above-mentioned purposes of
Egyptian ports by British forces,^

(ii) (Both parties will eollaborate"(liO fe^^i
r - *• t [\* - W' ^,'j»J

-above

(ill)

the United Nations
-AhajL.thfi _ _ .

available in t"hfi 6vent}of, a 5 • . '
threat to the peace, a breach of,
the peace, or .act of aggresslo:

*"}•* lirfwJ o. ^J*K'-'--*• • -• T-" —

In the event of a ̂ tnreat"
attack on any of the members
the Arab Mutual Security
Iran or Turkey there shall be
immediate consultation between^
the UnitecL Kingdom and Egypt

Mr. Roger Allen

(toA&r, «-'
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SECRET

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP

Mr. Hankey
No. 1301
October 21>, 1953

IMMEDIATE
SECRET

FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET
AND \mrmiALL SECRET
DISTRIBUTION

D. 11.38 a.n. October 21, 1953

R. 12.06 p.n. October 2i, 1953

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1501 of October 21
Repeated for information to . .

B.M.E.O. Washington
Ankara Paris

Following from Delegation.

Your telegram No. 1832.

The communication in your paragraph 1 was made yesterday
by Creswell to the Minister for Foreign Affairs who expressed
no surprise.

2. It was suggested to Fawzi that to keep the ball rolling
v/e might now discuss, informally and without any publicity, a
number of other points which still needed tying up, such as the
paper about the organisation of the base. Although he did not
altogether reject the suggestion, he said it would be difficult
on the Egyptian side, owing to the attitude of the C.R.C.

3, As regards availability Fawzi enlarged upon the
Egyptian difficulties over sub-para raph (c). As drafted this
would, he thought, be tantamount to signing a blank cheque
for automatic reactivation in circumstances at present unforeseen
and undefined without giving Egypt or her friends an opportunity
to express an opinion. The case might, he thought, conceivably
arise in the event of aggression in some remote part of the '
world, and the formula would, theoretically, also cover a
recommendation by a General Assembly majority in connexion with
action against an Arab State allied to Egypt.

A. He
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Cairo telegram No. 1501 to Foreign Office

-2-

l. He realized that what we wnnted was automatic and
immediate reactivation at the outset of a najor war, in
particular one involving hostilities across the iron curtain
in Europe and the consequent threat of aggression in the
Midd?.3 East. It should not be impossible to draft an article
to cover this adequately without involving the other
difficulties. He would try and think out sonething.

5. The upshot is that the onus of proposing a further
meeting and devising some better reply to our proposals of
October 21 now rests on the Egyptians.

Foreign Office please pass to j'ashingtcn, Paris,
Ankara as my telegrons Nos. %K, 51 and 98 respectively.

[Repeated to '.r?.shinr;ton, Paris and Ankara],

ADVANCE COPIES
Sir \«. Strang
Private Secretary
Mr. R. Allen
He_ad of African Departuent
Head of News Department

PPPP


